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The Fourth Conference of European Ministers responsible for Youth was held
in Vienna on 13,14 and 15 April 1993 at the invitation of the Austrian Government,
which made this proposal in Lisbon at the third conference in I99t0.

All the Contracting Parties to the European Cultural Convention - with the
exception of Cyprus and Lithuania, which apologised for absence - were represented.
Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine attended as observers.

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe was represented by the
Chairman and several members; of the Sub-Committee on Youth and Sport of the
Committee on Culture and Education; the Standing Conference of Local and Regional
Authorities of Europe (CLRAE) was represented by the Chairman of the CLRAE
Committee on Social Affairs and! the Chairman of the Sub-Committee on Youth.

The Conference was also attended by the Chairman of the Governing Board
of the European Youth Centre arctd European Youth Foundation and the Chairman
of the Advisory Committee of tiaie European Youth Centre and European Youth
Foundation. Q

The Commission of the European Communities was represented by
Mr Ruberti, Commissioner for Science, Research and Education.

Several international intergovernmental organisations, UNICEF, the Nordic
Council, the Ibero-American Yoraih Conference, OFAJ, Alpe Adria, and international
non-governmental organisations,, tihe European Youth Cards Conference, ERYICA, the
Youth Forum of the European Communities, Hope 87 and the United Nations Youth
Group, sent observers.

.• , - ' ' •• '• . ' , * \ 't , " ''-'. ; '
The European Coordination1 Bureau of International Youth Organisations

(ECB) and the European Council of European National Youth Committees (CENYC)
were each represented by a delegation.

The full list of participant^; iis reproduced in Appendix in.

The theme of the Conference was "Young people in Greater Europe".

In her opening address, Sdfes Lalumiere, Secretary General of the Council of
Europe, thanked the President of te Austrian Republic for honouring the event with
his presence and the Austrian auitferities for organising the conference, and renewed
her thanks to the Portuguese? Government, which had hosted the previous
Conference.
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She stressed the need to develop an active youth policy in European countries
despite the unfavourable situation. She also touched upon the topic of young
people's participation in democracy at all levels - local, regional and national - as a
means of increasing their sense of responsibility. She told participants that the
Council of Europe was preparing a draft convention on the exercise of their rights by
children.

She also referred to the following points: youth mobility at a time when
migration was proving difficult to control, young people and values in Europe and
the setting up of democratic and pluralist youth movements, especially in Central and
East European countries. She appealed to the Ministers present to make an added
financial effort in favour of youth policies, despite the difficult economic situation,
since the task was a very important one: helping young people to integrate in
Europe. The extra effort could serve to develop and carry out several ideas such as
setting up a second Centre, a network of decentralised centres and even a European
Youth Office.

In conclusion, the Secretary General said that one of the main aims of the
Meeting of Heads of State and Governments of the Council of Europe to be held in
Vienna in October 1993 would be to ward off a great danger: the rise of racism,
nationalism and intolerance, which threatened everyone, especially young people.

The President of the Austrian Republic, Mr Thomas Klestil, gave a political
address on the future of young people in Europe. He referred to the need to
encourage communication between young people and between generations and
emphasised that the Council of Europe was the best forum to develop and promote
it.

On a proposal by Portugal, Mrs Maria Rauch-Kallat, Austrian Minister for the
Environment, Youth and Family Affairs, was elected Chairwoman of the Conference.
The Portuguese and Russian Ministers, Mrs Maria Do Ceu Ramos and
Mr Andrei Scharonow, nominated respectively by Switzerland and Belgium, were
elected Vice-Chairmen.

In her address the Chairwoman referred to young people's hopelessness and
frustration as they looked ahead to a future which held out few prospects for them.
She drew attention to their search for values, their need for hope and creativity and
their desire for dialogue, the lack of which left them in despair; she insisted that
disappointed hopes could drive young people to insecurity, withdrawal and
nationalism. That was why they had to be genuinely involved in the framing of •.
youth policies and needed to participate actively and effectively.
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Mrs Maria Do Ceu Ramos, Portuguese Minister for Youth, whose country had
hosted the third conference in 1990, presented an assessment of the action taken on
the recommendations of the previous three conferences.

The assessment showed that the number of bodies responsible for the
autonomous management of youth affairs had not increased in Europe and that
national interministerial co-ordination in this area was essential to the framing of a
comprehensive, integrated youth policy. To make this policy really effective, it was
important that future ministerial conferences should enable the Ministers to define
the political aims and the senior officials to consider ways and means and see to their
implementation.

With regard to the adoption of an international legal instrument on youth
mobility, there was no denying that, despite the hopes it had raised among young
people in Central and Eastern Einrope, the project was now running into serious
difficulties because of the difficult economic situation and attendant unemployment
problems. This meant that it was. important, partly through the work of the Council
of Europe and EYC/EYF - especially the setting up of a second Centre - and partly
by expanding the Community programmes to develop mobility flows which could
be controlled. The CDEJ could also become the focus for negotiating multilateral
exchange programmes which wonaM broaden the current scope of bilateral mobility
agreements.

Other points referred to weire the need to preserve the independence of youth
organisations and the achievement of sex equality, which, in the Minister's view,
depended on the introduction of education and training policies taking that factor
into account.

Other issues remained pending, such as international co-ordination in transport
policy matters, access to youth hostels and harmonisation of social welfare for young
people. The expansion of the Youth Card and the continued use of the Interrail Card
could help to resolve those problems.

The representatives of the CENYC and the ECB presented their own
assessment, which showed that the most effective way to carry out youth policies
was, as the Council of Europe' did, to develop partnership between youth
organisations and political institutions at all levels, whether local, regional or national.
A youth policy could be effective1 only if it involved young people and gave them
real initiative.

Lastly, Mr Ruberti, Commissioner of the European Communities, talked about
the programmes operating in the Community, which were gradually opening up to
the Central and East European countries. He underlined the need for a single
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exchange programme - mentioned at the Potsdam Conference - and for closer co-
operation with the Council of Europe in this area.

At the plenary session on 14 April, Mr Mavromichalis, Permanent
Representative of Greece to the Council of Europe and Chairman of the Ministers'
Deputies Rapporteur Group on Youth, spoke about the problems posed by youth
mobility. He considered it important to take practical steps to facilitate the exercise
of a right arising from the fundamental freedoms upheld by the Council of Europe.

He drew attention to the need for co-operation in research on youth matters,
which was now essential because it was such a topical issue and because this would
provide an overall picture of the underlying problems. The Committee of Ministers
had recently granted the funds required for the purpose. Referring to the
forthcoming Meeting of Heads of State in Vienna in October, he said that youth
organisations would naturally be involved in the planned campaign against racism,
intolerance and xenophobia, proposed by the Norwegian Prime Minister in her
address to the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe in February 1993,
which would be discussed at the summit.

Lastly, he announced that the Committee of Ministers had decided to set up
a second Centre and would soon decide where in Central Europe it was to be located.

Two independent researchers, Mr Henriksson (Sweden) and Mr Zulehner
(Austria) then introduced the conference sub-themes as a prelude to the discussion:
"Local and regional policies in Europe and participation by young people" and
"Values and lifestyles of young people".

In the ensuing statements and discussions all speakers - Ministers and
representatives of youth organisations - referred to youth problems such as
unemployment, exclusion and housing shortage, which engendered nationalist
tendencies leading to racism, anti-semitism and xenophobia and could result in drug
addiction, alcoholism and other forms of deviant behaviour. They consequently
stressed the need to increase efforts to promote integration and participation as part
of a comprehensive youth policy respectful of young people's wishes and legitimate
aspirations. They underscored the need for mobility programmes, which were
essential to ensure intercultural education, develop tolerance and mutual
understanding and counter racism, nationalism and xenophobia. They therefore
supported the expansion of the Youth Card as a service card and asked the Secretary
General to intervene in support of the continued use of the Interrail system; both
instruments needed to be available to all young people, especially those from
disadvantaged backgrounds.
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Other issues were addressed, including youth participation in local, regional
and national affairs; access to direct, simple, effective information to help young
people gain a foothold in society; renewal of communication between generations; the
need for national and international co-operation in research on youth matters; and the
need for cultural agreements to be concluded on a multilateral basis, which would
have a multiplier effect on European programmes.

It was agreed that co-operation between the Council of Europe and the
European Community was essential to increase the effectiveness of the planned
programmes and reduce their budgetary impact. Numerous references were made
to the problem of budgetary restrictions and the need for strict management at a time
of recession. However, attention was drawn to the importance of innovation and
redistribution of resources according to the priorities and objectives of a youth policy.

*
The Final Text (Appendix; I) was adopted by all the delegations except the

United Kingdom, which presented a declaration (Appendix II) explaining why it had
abstained: the United Kingdom would endeavour to implement parts of the Final
Text, but could not undertake to do so as part of an all-embracing youth policy. At
the delegation's request the declaration is appended to the report submitted to the
Committee of Ministers.

The Ministers also adopted a declaration (Appendix A to the Final Text)
expressing their grave concern with regard to the future of the Interrail card, an
essential aid to youth mobility/.. They asked that a meeting of all the bodies
concerned be held as soon as possible under the auspices of the Council of Europe
to devise a lasting, fair and economically viable solution in the interests of all young
people in Greater Europe.

Likewise, on a proposal! by the Chairwoman, seconded by the Swedish
Minister, they adopted a recommendation (Appendix B to the Final Text) on the
choice of annual themes by {fee Contracting Parties to the European Cultural
Convention, in close co-operations with youth organisations and in consultation with
the United Nations, the Europeaom Community and any other interested international
bodies.

During the conference two> panel discussions were held to take a closer look
at "the gap between young people and politics" and "racism". The two discussions,
which brought together Ministers^ parliamentarians, local government representatives
and representatives of youth organisations, took the form of a frank and fruitful
exchange of views.
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A youth event was held at the conference venue, combining an exhibition on
youth organisations' achievements and the showing of film clips on racism, mobility,
marginalisation and the future.

On the Chair's initiative, the conference was closed by a representative of a
youth organisation working with the Council of Europe youth bodies.

All the participants warmly thanked the Austrian authorities for their flawless
organisation of the conference. They also extended their thanks to the staff of the
Austrian Ministry of the Environment, Youth and Family Affairs who had worked
to prepare the Conference.
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APPENDIX I

FINAL TEXT
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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM

YOUTH POLICY IN THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE

1. To live in Europe at the end of the twentieth century is to witness a
process of constant change from the Atlantic to the Urals.

2. At the dawn of the millennium, to be young in Europe is to be called upon
to play an active role in the process of European construction.

3. At the heart of this changing Europe, the Council of Europe has a long
tradition of work on behalf of young people, with co-management as its
distinctive feature. This tradition was established during the 1970s by the
creation of the European Youth Centre and the European Youth Foundation and
was consolidated during the 1980s by the expansion of these two
establishments as well as by the setting up of the European Steering Committee
for Intergovernmental Co-operation in the Youth Field (CDEJ). The
intergovernmental activities of the CDEJ and its experts committees are
regularly reviewed by the highest body in the youth field, the European
Conference of Ministers responsible for Youth, which also gives impetus to the
work programme in the youth field and evaluates the results achieved. Only
very recently it was decided to create a research and documentation unit as well
as a second European Youth Centre, located in a country of central or eastern
Europe. All these structures are now under the administrative umbrella of a
department in the Council of Europe's Secretariat, the Youth Directorate, which
is responsible for fostering the necessary synergy between the structures so
that the future may be faced with confidence.

4. The originality of the youth sector within the Council of Europe remains
the system of co-management by governments and youth organisations for the
programmes conducted in the EYC and those financed by the EYF. No
comparable example of such trust in young people's self-organising ability is
to be found in Europe or in other international organisations. Even at national
and regional level this model of co-operation between young people and public
authorities is unique, and after 20 years it is still proving its worth.
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5. In line with the principles governing the Council of Europe's activities, the
Ministers responsible for Youth decided on the main priorities for a European
youth policy at their three previous conferences (Strasbourg 1985, Oslo 1988,
and Lisbon 1990), namely:

the participation by young people in society, particularly through youth
organisations, and intensification of co-operation in the youth field,

equal opportunities for all young people, particularly in the field of
mobility;

constant monitoring of the situation of young people in Europe.

6. These three priorities adumbrate a European youth policy based on
participation by young people in society, constituting one of the foundations of
democratic life and a veritable factor for "gradually ensuring the full integration
of young people by helping them to find their place in a society within which
they may play an effective part" (Oslo and Lisbon Conferences).

7. Six main fields of action in the Council of Europe youth sector have thus
grown up:

i. Active support for youth organisations, forming a genuine social area for
youth participation in civic life;

ii. Active co-operation between governmental authorities and non-
governmental youth organisations;

iii. Promotion of a comprehensive youth policy at national, regional and local
levels in order to promote the social integration and participation of all
young people, particularly those who are underprivileged and
marginalised. Since 1988, this sphere of action has been subjected to
several studies by the CDEJ on youth participation at local level;

iv. Intensification of East-West relations (to promote the balanced
enhancement of youth structures) and development of North-South
relations;

v. Development of counselling and information structures for young people
according to their needs on the basis of a code of practice drawn up at
European level;
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vi. Promotion of high-quality schemes for young people to combat obstacles
to mobility (the main theme of the Lisbon Conference) especially through
co-ordination at European level. The Partial Agreement on the Youth Card
and the multidisciplinacy "Greater Europe" project on youth mobility
belong to this area.

8. Ever since the Strasbourg conference, an effort has been made to
accommodate these fields of action within a global and integrated youth policy
based on the coherent co-ordination of sectorial policies. Such a policy should
take account of the various factors enabling young people to achieve successful
social and occupational integration. It should seek to ensure the balanced and
harmonious development of young people in contemporary society by trying to
produce answers and solutions to their circumstances and needs. To that end
it should cover education and; framing, vocational guidance, culture and beliefs,
family life and sexual behaviour, housing, leisure and sport, and preventive
social and health care. The wltole policy should be aimed at and drawn up with
young people who contribute! to the formulation of sectorial policies by the
involvement in society through, for example, youth organisations and/or other
participatory structures.

B. THE SITUATION OF YOUNG PEOPLE IN EUROPE

Q. Since the Lisbon conference, Europe has been undergoing an
unprecedented transformation as a result of the collapse of the system that
shaped the way in which a part of Europe functioned for almost 40 years.
However, the period of euphoria based on the values of democracy and freedom
that followed the upheavals in Central and Eastern Europe is already over.

10. Now, in Central and Eastern Europe:

i. Most young people envisage a European dimension for their lives and are
seeking new avenues to explore; having been influenced by the old
system, they still tend to rely on the "welfare state". The sudden change
of system has generated! unrealistic expectations which eventually result
in disillusionment.

11. The transition to the matfcet economy is giving rise to new social relations
as well as unemployment : young people are particularly affected by
difficulties in finding jobs and housing;
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Hi. As youth organisations were for all too long run as quasi-governmental
instruments of regimentation, the voluntary sector now needs to be
reconstructed on democratic foundations, so as to enable young people
to play an active role within the social fabric.

11. At the same time, in Western Europe:

i. The quality of many young people's lives has scarcely improved.
Economic, social and/or cultural conditions still reflect a two-tier society.

ii. This phenomenon is combined with a full-scale crisis of participation in
institutional life. Many young people, like many adults, find that political
life is losing its credibility; they have a feeling of impotence at being
unable to take a genuine part in the transformation of social life. Other
forms of participation in community life, such as membership of trade
unions and voluntary associations, are affected by the same feeling.

12. Thus, in Europe:

13. While some young people are progressively finding employment and a
niche in society, others are coming up against the wall of unemployment and
the problem of obtaining decent housing. This situation, which forces many
youngsters into a daily life of financial and social dependence, leads to a state
of marginalisation devoid of all hope of achieving social autonomy. This is
especially true of the most underprivileged sections of our societies.

14. This context is contributing to the disintegration of the younger
generation's values and leading many young people to live on a basis without
any other recourse than their individual efforts to secure a place in society.
Some young people are turning to intolerance, xenophobia, racism and anti-
semitism as a solution to their problems of social and occupational integration.
They regard a foreigner as someone who lessens their chances of finding a
place in society or threatens the place they already occupy. Other young people
are seeking a cultural and social identity based on a return to historical roots;
this may cause them to withdraw into national or regional isolationism.
However, the majority of young people still value solidarity and fraternity and
expect political leaders to assert these values in developing a humanist policy
offering prospects for a better future.
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15. Young people are anxious about the serious threats to the environment.
Being dedicated to ethical values that foster harmonious and humane
surroundings, they are aware of the need for a global and transnational policy
that will reconcile environment protection with the demands of the economy and
the labour market.

16. Lastly, many young people are involved in civic participation schemes.
However, the youth sector is encountering real difficulties in promoting a new
approach to young people's citizenship based on close attention to their views,
the accommodation of their diversified forms of social involvement, their
capacity to look to the future and grapple with major societal issues and their
ability to fit into institutions where public policies are discussed and
constructed.

Because of their participativeness (an important factor for ensuring social
cohesion and living democratically within society), young people are perceived
by adults as a resource rather than as a problem, and public authorities can
learn a lot from their creativity,, knowledge and experience.

17. Thus, whereas many young people in Europe are facing formidable
economic, social and cultural challenges, others in the same Europe are
experiencing tragic armed conflicts. This intolerable situation shocks Europe's
youth, for whom the construction of Europe is synonymous with peace and
intercultural understanding among peoples.

18. In spite of these tragic conflicts, most young people in Europe aspire to
participate in a Europe which,:

i. develops an approach to peace that does not involve slicing peace into
segments for reasons of strategic balance but is founded on an advance
towards a more united, faontierless Europe with more cohesion among its
members, open to the world and allowing a high degree of mobility;

ii. show active solidarity w/iith the countries of the third world which reject
any separate development of the rest of the world and foster
rapprochement and solidarity among themselves;

iii. adopts a genuine community attitude that forges human relations and is
accompanied by an economic system with a human face as well as a
congenial environment;;

iv. develops an education system based on the full recognition of everyone's
abilities and aimed at promoting social and occupational integration
through socialisation, the creation of a sense of responsibility and the
encouragement of participation.
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DECLARATION OF MINISTERS

"YOUNG PEOPLE IN GREATER EUROPE"

1. Being attentive to young Europeans' aspirations, open to their problems
and conscious of their potential, while reaffirming that young people are a
resource for society;

2. Bearing in mind the youth policy conducted within the Council of Europe
for over 20 years;

3. Stressing that, at the dawn of the 21st century, young people in Europe
are displaying a readiness to shoulder personal and collective responsibility for
their lifestyles and values;

4. Rejecting the establishment in Europe of a two-tier society unacceptable
to young people,

- those who, thanks to their social and occupational integration, can
shape the present and have confidence in the future,

- those who fight for their daily survival and live in a state of social
dependency, afraid of becoming marginalised and having little hope of
achieving social autonomy;

5. Being aware that some small groups of young people express their
frustration, especially on account of social and economic problems, through
violence, xenophobia, anti-Semitism and nationalism;

6. Bearing in mind the actions of solidarity that are developing with young
people in other parts of the world, especially in the Ibero-American countries,
Africa and the Mediterranean area;

7. Reaffirming that participation by young people in civic life is a decisive
factor for securing social cohesion and genuinely practising democracy and the
values of a multicultural society in accordance with the European Convention
on Human Rights;
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8. Conscious of the fundamental role of youth organisations in promoting
participation in society as well as educating them in social and cultural life and
democracy;

9. Considering that any youth policy should be global and that its principles
should be integrated into co-ordinated sectorial policies;

10. Being aware that the youth policies pursued in individual countries and/or
regions vary according to young people's needs and aspirations and to local
economic, social and/or cultural circumstances;

11. Stressing that co-operation in youth matters among governments, as well
as between them and youth organisations, is more than ever necessary because
it provides an opportunity to share experience in tackling the difficulties
encountered by young people today and to contribute to the European
democratic ideal;

•12. Recalling that the aims of such co-operation are to promote among young
people a sense of fully belonging to Europe and a desire to participate actively
in the development of a European democratic conscience, while acknowledging
the diversity and richness of cultural and historical traditions, as well as to
encourage their creativity, fostering their independence and seek to make
mobility possible and available to all young people without any kind of
discrimination;

13. Recognising that the potential of intergovernmental co-operation among
the Contracting Parties to the Cultural Convention offers a unique chance to
give a new dimension to co-operation in the youth field in Europe between
countries deprived of regular contacts and opportunities for exchange for more
than 40 years;

14. Reaffirming that the distinctive system of co-management operated by the
EYC and the EYF is an impressive model for co-operation between youth A
organisations and governments and an example for conducting activities within ~
civil society;

15. Meeting in Vienna on 14 April 1993, the European Ministers responsible
for Youth undertake to continue to pursue a European youth policy aimed at:

making young people aware of their responsibilities as European
citizens in the context of the values promoted by the Council of
Europe, such as cultural diversity, democracy, solidarity and
tolerance,
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promoting conditions conducive to integration and young people's
social participation,

creating a spirit of solidarity among young people in Europe,

promoting youth mobility through intercultural exchanges,

recognising and developing policies for youth participation in local,
regional, national and European life,

taking the appropriate measures to combat racism, xenophobia,
anti-Semitism and exclusion in all its forms as well as promoting
tolerance among young Europeans.

16. These aims apply to "youth work" both within and outside formal and
institutional structures such as schools and training institutions. They should
be pursued in continuous partnership with young people and their
organisations.

17. Only a global and integrated youth policy can enable these aims to be
implemented and promote the creation of a form of solidarity that goes beyond
ad hoc measures. Such a policy concerns the economic, social and cultural
situation of young people and their access to information and counselling,
vocational training, employment, housing, health care and cultural and leisure
activities, as well as the development of their participation in community life.

18. Without replacing the role of the family, such a policy provides for
education, training and guidance with a view to the harmonious and balanced
development of young people in society. In the field of employment, it tries to
take account of young people's interests regarding the quality, safety and
salubrity of working conditions, as well as the desire for equality of opportunity
with adults and respect for the trade-union rights of all. Policies pursued within
the ambit of the "Convention on the Rights of the Child" form part of this global
and integrated policy.

19. Any global and integrated youth policy should result in the coherent
linkage of several sectors of activity on behalf of young people. Thus, while the
Ministers responsible for Youth are primarily concerned with everything
affecting young people and their values, life-styles and socio-occupational
integration, they stress that one of their main functions is to ensure the co-
ordination of the various sectorial youth policies. This should be done at
regional, national and European level alike.

20. In the framework of the global and integrated youth policy conducted in
the Council of Europe, the European Ministers responsible for Youth
recommend that the following objectives be pursued during the next three
years:
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a. Fostering enterprise and participation among young people
through:

i. Active support for exchanges of experience and ideas at European
level by youth organisations and by young people themselves.
Particular attention should be given to initiatives carried out with
a view to solving, fhe societal problems facing young people;

ii. The setting up of a network of European schemes for
disadvantaged young people, mainly in the framework of the
policies conducted in the Council of Europe's youth sector as well
as other sectors involving activities for or with disadvantaged
young people;

iii. The monitoring of initiatives and schemes concerning youth
participation in local and regional life, with particular reference to
the follow-up to the Llangollen Charter, "The participation of young ^
people in municipal and regional life" adopted by the Standing
Conference of Local and Regional Authorities of Europe, and the
recommendations of the CDEJ's reports on "Participation as a
means of integrating young people at risk into society" and "The
development of an integrated approach to youth policy planning at
local level";

iv. The drawing up by the CDEJ of a recommendation on "Youth
participation and: the future of civil society", largely based on the
documents and proposals recently produced by the youth sector
as well as other sectors of the Council of Europe; the
recommendation will then be submitted to the Committee of
Ministers for approval;

v. The creation of conditions conducive to active participation by
young people attending schools, universities, and vocational
training centres with a view to promoting truly representative
structures in educational institutions.
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b. The promotion of youth mobility and exchanges

i. The monitoring of the implementation of the Council of Europe's
instruments on youth mobility and the adoption of concrete
measures to overcome obstacles to youth mobility, as decided on
at the Lisbon Conference (Recommendations 37-77). The present
Conference invites the Committee of Ministers to instruct the CDEJ
to continue its work concerning youth mobility. This should lead
to the identification of barriers to youth mobility and the definition
of a framework indicating the rules, practical conditions and
volume of youth mobility deemed feasible and acceptable by the
Contracting Parties of the Cultural Convention in the years to
come.

Meanwhile, bearing in mind the promotion of youth mobility, it will
be necessary to reduce existing barriers to youth mobility, be they
of an administrative of a financial nature. To this end, youth
administrations and services should continue their negotiations
with the competent authorities.

At a later stage the schemes carried out by member countries
should be assessed, and the progress made within the above-
mentioned framework should be constantly monitored by the CDEJ.

ii. In the framework of the Partial Agreement of the Council of Europe,
the development of the Youth Card as a service card aimed at
improving the situation of young participants in mobility projects,
notably be facilitating the fulfilment of their social-security and
other administrative obligations.

iii. The promotion of a voluntary service for young people, especially
long-term at national and European level, and the recognition of a
relevant legal status covering the young volunteers' period of
engagement.

iv. The maintenance and expansion of the Interrail system at a
reasonable price in Europe as the most tangible means of
promoting youth mobility.

v. The supporting and developing of non-commercial and non-profit
platforms actively dealing with the organisation of collective youth
exchanges of a cultural and/or educational nature.
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c. The training of youth leaders and the supporting of youth
organisations through:

i. The funding of training for youth organisers and leaders within the
EYC/EYF with special emphasis on training for young people from
Central, Eastern and Southern Europe.

ii. The training of organisers of youth mobility and exchange
programmes through additional support for training courses
conducted either in the EYC/EYF or by the appropriate national
and/or regional structures.

Hi. A study at national and European level of ways in which training
received by youth leaders within youth organisations or through
international schemes could be recognised for its practical value
and used as a basis for proposals.

iv. With a view to the development of the voluntary sector in the
framework of democratic and pluralistic structures in Central and
Eastern Europe, the provision of a second European Youth Centre
in Central Europe and the implementation of the training policy
expounded in the Recommendation adopted by the Governing
Board of the EYC/EYF, taking into account the following aspects:

- creation of a European network of decentralised youth centres,

- special action by the European Youth Foundation,

- increased participation by young people from Central and Eastern
Europe in the activities of the EYC/EYF.

v. The co-ordination; of efforts between the EYC/EYF, the "North-
South" Centre for Development Co-operation in its youth
programmes and; the Euro-Latin-American Centre (CEULAJ),
especially solidarity programmes with young people in other parts
of the world, notably Latin America and Africa.

vi. The specific promotion of a network of trainers/"multipliers" with
a view to completing their training, encouraging the harmonisation
of profiles and fostering mobility.
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d. Information for young people

i. Monitoring of the application of the Council of Europe's
Recommendation (90) 7 by the CDEJ in liaison with the
programmes of the European Community.

ii. Promotion of the development of information services at European
level, as well as national, regional and local networks, with the
participation of young people and youth organisations and, to that
end, the improvement of co-operation with ERYICA and its member
organisations.

e. Research and documentation within the Youth Directorate

i. The development of a network of research correspondents in the
youth field and of a data bank on youth research and youth policies
in Europe within the research and documentation unit of the Youth
Directorate.

ii. The intensification of co-operation with existing, national and
regional research centres, in particular on the following subjects:
disadvantaged youth, values and lifestyles, prevention
programmes, youth participation, housing, leisure and social and
occupational integration.

iii. The holding, every two years, of a conference at which the CDEJ
can evaluate progress in all the above-mentioned sectors in co-
operation with the network of youth research centres and youth
organisations.

21. The Ministers are aware of the current difficult budgetary situation in all
member States and have regard to the restrictions on public spending, including
the youth field. However, they consider that some scope for action can be
created by reviewing priorities without reducing budgets. Similarly, they deem
it possible to make joint efforts to promote multilateral activities by opening up
bilateral activities. In this case, in order to fund the above-mentioned activities,
they propose to widen the powers and progressively increase the financial
resources of the European Youth Foundation and the two European Youth
Centres.
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22. Co-operation with international intergovernmental organisations and the
European Community

Aiming at the opening of new prospects to the youth of greater Europe
and at the promotion of a spirit of solidarity within this Europe, the Council of
Europe and other international intergovernmental organisations as well as the
European Community pursue several common objectives of European co-
operation in the youth field and recognise that, over and beyond differences in
methods and financial means as well as target groups and the diversity of
geographical areas, a co-operation system should be developed.

This co-operation which is intended to reinforce the action in favour of
youth could be developped especially in the following areas :

i. The promotion of youth mobility through intercultural exchanges
in Europe, especially with the help of national and regional
agencies and international and national youth organisations.

ii. Youth research and documentation, in particular through a pooling
of data and a programme of complementary research projects.

Hi. Youth information, with specific reference to European affairs. On
the one hand, collaboration could be conducted on the networking
and development of existing data banks, by the production of
materials designed for young people and by close co-operation
with information relays in the specific framework of each
organisation. On the other hand, apart from basic information on
facts and figures, a process of mutual information and
communication could be developed. Such a process would allow
young people to be associated with and involved in the
development of the European Community and other international
organisations - and would also allow these institutions to be made
aware of the views of young people. This process of mutual
information and communication with citizens - which needs to be
developped - creates a participatory momentum.

iv. Youth leader training through intensified co-operation based on
development of intercultural teaching materials, the exchange of
exemplary training schemes and the implementation of joint
training activities, particularly for young people in Central and
Eastern Europe.

v. Close co-ordination of technical arrangements facilitating youth
mobility, such as the European Youth Card system.
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In pursuing these objectives, such co-operation should be aimed first and
foremost at the European Community, but it might also involve all organisations
belonging to the UN system.

23. European Youth Campaign

i. Recognising:

on the one hand, the very important efforts made by organisations to
encourage solidarity, tolerance and understanding between nations -
efforts which are being conducted not only at local and regional level, but
also at European level and which led to the holding of two conferences
on intolerance (EYC -1980 and 1989),

on the other hand, the significance of the proposal presented to the
Parliamentary Assembly by the Norwegian Prime Minister to launch an
action plan within the Council of Europe against racism, xenophobia, anti-
Semitism and intolerance, especially with the participation of young
people;

ii. Having regard to the preparation of the 4th Round Table on "Strategies
for combating xenophobia" between representatives of youth
organisations, and representatives of the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Council of Europe (Strasbourg, July 1993),

the European Ministers responsible for Youth express their support for this
proposal by the Norwegian Prime Minister, to be discussed at the Summit
Meeting of Heads of State in Vienna in October 1993.

In view of their extensive involvement in the promotion of tolerance,
solidarity and understanding between nations, youth organisations have an
active role to play in a campaign that should inspire young Europeans to seek
common objectives for preserving a living democracy, a climate of tolerance
and respect for human dignity.

In this context, the European Youth Centres and the European Youth
Foundation are among the most important instruments of the Council of Europe
and have a central role to play in the preparation and implementation of the
action plan.

Thus, the Conference recommends that the Governing Board of the
EYC/EYF:

i. hold a consultative meeting in the youth sector in the near future in order
to discuss the preparation and implementation of the decisions of the
October 1993 Summit Meeting of Heads of State,

ii. make appropriate provisions in the 1994 programme for implementing the
action plan,

iii. use the funds of the European Youth Foundation to support initiatives
taken by youth organisations in this context.
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APPENDIX A

INTERRAIL CARD

Ministers of Youth assembled at the 4th European Conference of Ministers
responsible for Youth in Vienna expressed grave concern with regard to the
future of the Interrail Card.

This card :

has been in the past the most efficient instrument to promote
mobility of young people in Europe

corresponds entirely to the needs and aspirations of young people and
needs to be developed into a system that allows travelling for young
people at a reasonable price covering all countries of the Greater Europe

Ministers responsible for Youth request the Secretary General of the
Council of Europe to invite all bodies concerned to hold a meeting aiming to
find a solution and they call on their colleagues, Ministers of Transport, and on
the International Union of Railways to find together an enduring solution for the
future which must be just and viable.

They underline the necessity for urgent action in the interest of young
people in Europe.
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APPENDIX B

PROPOSAL OF THE AUSTRIAN MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENT,
YOUTH AND FAMILY, SECONDED BY THE

SWEDISH MINISTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

The European Ministers responsible for Youth recommend, within the
framework of youth policies which they have defined in Vienna, to the member
States of the Cultural Convention and in close cooperation with youth
organisations to choose annually one central theme. This should be done in
consultation with the United Nations, the European Communities or any other
interested international body.

For example, proposals for 1994 might be:

INTOLERANCE AND RACISM (campaign of the Council of Europe)

the FAMILY (International Year of the United Nations)

proposals for 1995 might be:

JOINTLY the 10TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE INTERNATIONAL YOUTH YEAR
and the 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE FOUNDATION OF THE UNITED
NATIONS

the EUROPEAN NATURE CONSERVATION YEAR "THE IMPORTANCE OF
NATURE PROTECTION OUTSIDE PROTECTED AREAS" (Council of
Europe)

the European Year of the "100TH ANNIVERSARY OF CINEMA" (Council of
Europe)

the CAMPAIGN ON EQUALITY BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN (Council of
Europe).

Other examples could be the participation of young people in public life,
solidarity between generations and the integration of minorities.
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APPENDIX H

DECLARATION FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM
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The United Kingdom recognises that young people have an important role to
play as active citizens in helping to develop a cohesive and tolerant society and
is in agreement with the broad aim underlying the Declaration of Ministers at the
Fourth Conference of Ministers in Vienna from 13-15 April 1993: to promote
in young people the values of cultural diversity, democracy, solidarity and
tolerance and an awareness of their responsibilities as citizens of Europe and
the wider world. However, a number of proposals and assumptions enshrined
in the Declaration present difficulties for the United Kingdom.

The United Kingdom believes that most opportunities and problems faced by
young people are not exclusive to that age span but affect the population as a
whole. This is why the United Kingdom does not have a Minister with overall
responsibility for youth issues. The United Kingdom accepts the necessity for
co-operation in areas between the various services which impact upon young
people but does not see a global and integrated policy for youth as such as a
realistic objective in its own circumstances. It generally seeks to address the
needs of the population as a whole across the range of specific issues.

The United Kingdom will be very willing to explore, through the appropriate
international channels, co-operation in respect of the individual strands of the
Declaration but it is not able to support the development of an all embracing
policy for, or a centralised function in respect of, young people as a separate
category of the population.

It would not, therefore, be appropriate for the United Kingdom to subscribe to
the Declaration. In order to make its position clear the United Kingdom has
formally to abstain.
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ANNEXE III

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS / LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS

•
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ALBANIA - ALBANIE

Mr. All AZIZAJ, Director of Youth Department, Ministry of Culture, Sport and Youth,

AUSTRIA - AUTRICHE

Mrs. Maria RAUCH-KALLAT, Bundesministerin fur Umwelt, Jugend und Familie,
Radetzkystrafie 2, A -1031 WIEN

Mrs. Veronika HOLZER, Sektionsleiterin Bundesministerium fur Umwelt, Jugend und Familie

Mr. Thomas FRAD, Bundesvorsitzender der Osterreischicher Hochschulerschaft

Mr. Bernhard RUETZ, Bundesschiilervertreter

Mr. Martin KARGL, Osterreischicher Bundesjugendring

Mrs. Eva KOPROLIN, Standige Vertretung Osterreichs im Europarat

BELGIUM - BELGIQUE

- Communaute Franchise de Belgique

Mr. Bernard ANSELME, Ministre-President charge de la Culture, du Budget, de la Fonction
publique, de la Communication, du Sport et du Tourisme
Avenue des Arts 19 A-D, B - 1040 BRUXELLES

Mrs. Martine LAHAYE, Directeur d'Administration, Communaute franchise de Belgique,
Boulevard II, 44, B - 1080 BRUSSEL

Mr. Xavier HOORNAERT, Attache de presse du Ministre

Mr. Marc LAFONTAINE, President du Conseil de Jeunesse

- Communaute Germanophone de Belgique

Mr. Bernd GENTGES, Minister fur Unterricht, Kultur und Jugend, Exekutive
Deutschsprachigen Gemeinschaft Belgiens, Klotzerbahn 32, B - 4700 EUPEN

Mr. Mathieu GROSCH, Klotzerbahn, 32, B - 4700 EUPEN

Mr. Pierre SIMON, Kabinettsattache, Exekutive der deutschsprachigen Gemeinschaft,
Klotzerbahn 32, B - 4700 EUPEN

- Communaute Flamande de Belgique

Mr. Hugo WECKX, Ministre de la Culture, Kunstlaan 46, 5° etage,
B - 1040 BRUXELLES
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Mr. Marc MORRIS, Adjunct-Kabinetchef, Ministry of the Government for Culture and
Brussels Affairs, Kunstlaan 46, B -1040 BRUSSEL

Mr. Herman ALGOET, Directeur d'Administration, Direction Jeunesse, Ministere de la
Communaute flamande, Markiesstraat 1, B -1000 BRUSSEL

BULGARIA - BULGARIE

Mr. Tsviatko BARTCHOVSKI, President, Comite de la Jeunesse et du Sport /Conseil des
Ministres, bul"Vssil Levski" - 75, 1040 BULGARIE

Mr. Svilen RANEV, Comite de la Jeunesse et du Sport, bul "Vassil Levski" 75,
1040 SOFIA, BULGARIE

CROATIA - CROATIE

Ms. Vesna GIRARDI-JURCIC, Minister, Ministry for Culture and Education, Trg Burze 6 -
CRO -41000 ZAGREB

Mr. Dino MILINOVIC, Adviser, Ministry for Culture and Education, Trg burze 6,
CRO - 41000 ZAGREB

CYPRUS - CHYPRE

Apologised for absence / Excuse

CZECH REPUBLIC - REPUBLIQUE TCHEQUE

Mr. Jan BELOHLAVEK, Vice-Minister, Ministry of Education, Youth and Physical Education,
Karmelitska 7,118 12 PRAG 1

Mr. Rostislav HUBALAK, Ministerialrat, Ministerium fur Ausbildung, Jugend und Sport,
Karmelitska 7,118 12 PRAG 1

Mr. KARAS, M.P.
Mr. Miroslav HUSEK, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport

DENMARK - DANEMARK

Mr. Carl NISSEN, Special Advisor to the Ministry, Ministry of Education,
Folkeoplysningsafdelingen, Vestergade 29-31, DK - 1456 KOPENHAGEN

Mr. Erik MOLLERUP, Chairman, DUF, Scherfigsvej 5, DK - 2100 COPENHAGEN

Mr. Anders LADEKARL, Secretary General, DUF, Scherfigsvej 5, DK - 2100 COPENHAGEN

ESTONIA - ESTONIE

Mr. Paul-Eerik RUMMO, Minister of Culture and Education, Tallinn
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FINLAND - FINLANDE

Mr. Tytti ISOHOOKANA-ASUNMAA, Minister for Cultural Affairs and Youth, Ministry of
Education and Culture, P.O. Box 293, SF - 00171 HELSINKI

Mr. Hani SYVASALMI, Director General, Ministry of Education, PB 293,
SF - 00171 HELSINKI

Ms. Ulla HELSINGIUS, Counsellor for Cultural Affairs, Ministry of Education, PB 293,
SF - 00171 HELSINKI

Ms. Helena HELVE, Professor, PL B, Meritullink 1A5, 000140 Univ. of Helsinki

Ms. Mari KIVINIEMI, Chairperson of the Finnish Youth Cooperation Alliance, Nokiantie 4,
SF - 00510 HELSINKI

FRANCE

Mr. Jacques DERSY, Chef de Cabinet, Ministere de la Jeunesse et des Sports, 78 rue Olivier
de Serres, 75739 PARIS CEDEX 15

Mr. Maurice NAHOLY, Ministere des Affaires etrangeres

Mr. Francois BODDAERT, Chef du Departement du Partenariat et des Relations
Internationales, Ministere de la Jeunesse et des Sports, 78 rue Olivier de Serres, 75739 PARIS
CEDEX 15

Mr. GOZE, Ministere de la Jeunesse et des Sports, 78 rue Olivier de Serres, 75739 PARIS
CEDEX

GERMANY - ALLEMAGNE

Ms. Angelika MERKEL, Ministerin, Ministerium fur Frauen und Jugend, Kennedy Allee
105-107, D - 5300 BONN 2

Ms. Christiane KRAJEWSKI, Ministerin, Ministerium fur Frauen, Arbeit, Gesundheit und
Soziales, Franz-Josef-R6der-Str. 23, D - 6600 SAARBRUCKEN

Mr. Reinhard WABNITZ, Direktor, Abteilungsleiter, Bundesministerium fur Frauen und
Jugend, Kennedy Allee 105-107, D - 5300 BONN 2

Ms. Ulrike FREMEREY, Head of Division, Bundesministerium fur Frauen und Jugend,
Kennedy Allee 105-107, D - 5300 BONN 2

Mr. Manfred HEGER, Ministerialrat, Bayerisches Staatsministerium fur Unterricht, Kultur,
Wissenschaft, Kunst, Salvatorstr. 2, D - 8000 MUNCHEN 2

Mr. KRONENBERGER, Leitendministerialrat, Bundesministerium fur Frauen, Arbeit,
Gesundheit und Soziales, Kennedy Allee 105-107, D - 5300 BONN 2

Mr. KOPKE, Ambassy of Germany in Vienna
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GREECE - GRECE

Mr. Thomas MENDESSIDIS, Directeur du Secteur des Relations Internationales,
Secretariat General de la Jeunesse, 417 Aharnon Street, G - 2532259 ATHENES

Mrs. Lilika BERDESSIS, Direction des Relations Internationales, Secretariat General de la
Jeunesse
417 Aharnon Street, G - 2532259 ATHENES

Mrs. TOURALI, Direction des Relations Internationales, Secretariat General de la Jeunesse
417 Aharnon Street, G - 2532259 ATHENES

HOLY SEE - SAINT SIEGE

Mr. Donate SQUICCIARINI, Apostolic Nunciature (Embassy of the Holy See)
Theresianumgasse 31, A -1040 WIEN

Mr. Francisco PADILLA, Apostolic Nunciature (Embassy of the Holy See)
Theresianumgasse 31, A - 1040 WIEN .

Mr. Raphael ECKERT, Attache, Mission Permanente du Saint-Siege aupres du Conseil de
1'Europe, 2 rue Le Notre, F - 67000 STRASBOURG

HUNGARY - HONGRIE

Mr. Laszlo SURJAN, Minister, Ministry of Welfare, Arany Janos 6-8, H - 1051 BUDAPEST

Mr. Balazs BARDOS, State Secretary, Prime Minister's Office, Kossuth ter. 4, H - 1055
BUDAPEST

Mr. Gabor RACZ, Deputy Director, Secretariat for Youth Policy, Office of the Prime Minister,
Kossuth ter. 4, H - 1055 BUDAPEST

Mr. Szilard SZONYI, Catholic Youth Movement, Dohany u. 20, H - 1077 BUDAPEST

ICELAND - ISLANDE

Mr. Erlendur KRISTJANSSON, Head of Division, Department of Youth and Sport,
Ministry of Culture and Education, Solvholsgotu 4, IS - 150 REYKJAVIK

Mr. Thoroddur BJARNASON, Director for Youth Research, The Ministry of Culture and
Education, Solvholsgotu 4, IS - 150 REYKJAVIK

Mr. Ami EINARSSON, Ministry of Culture and Education, Solvholsgotu 4, IS - 150
REYKJAVIK

Mrs. Elin EIRIKSDOTTIR, Youth Representative (AESI), Hagamelur 20, IS - 107 REYJAVIK
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IRELAND - IRLANDE

Mr. Liam AYLWARD, Minister of Youth, Department for Education,
Marlborough Street, IRL - DUBLIN 1

Mr. Austin MALLON, Secretary to the Minister, Department of Education, Marlborough
Street, IRL - DUBLIN

Mr. George ROWLEY, Principal Officer, Youth Affairs Section, Department of Education,
Hawkins Street, IRL - DUBLIN 2

Mr. Daniel LANDERS, Higher Executive Officer, Youth Affairs Section, Department of
Education, Hawkins Street, IRL - DUBLIN 2

Mrs. Jillian HASSETT, Youth representative, National Youth Council,3 Montague Str.
DUBLIN 2

ITALY - ITALIE

Mr. Carmelo AZZARA, Secretaire d'Etat, Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres

Mr. Sandro GISMONDI, Segretario Generale, Italian Foreign Office, Via Nazionale 66,
I - 00184 ROMA

Mr. Angelo TRAVAGLINI, Councellor, Italian Foreign Office, Piazzale della Farnesina,
I - ROMA

Mr. Michele RIZZI, President of CIGRI, Italian Foreign Office, Via P. Cartoni nr.4
I - 00153 ROMA

LATVIA - LETTONIE

Mr. Andris PIEBALGS, Minister of Education, Ministry of Education of the Republic of
Latvia, Valnu Str. 2,1098 RIGA

LIECHTENSTEIN

Mr. Richard BIEDERMANN, Amt fur Soziale Dienste, Postgebaiide, FL - 9494 SCHAAN

Mr. Rainer GSTOHL, Amt fur Soziale Dienste, Postgebaude, FL - 9494 SCHAAN

LITHUANIA - LITUANIE

Apologised for absence / Excuse

LUXEMBOURG

Mrs. Mady DELVAUX-STEHRES, Secretaire d'Etat a la Jeunesse
Ministere de la Jeunesse, L - 2943 LUXEMBOURG
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Mr. Fr.Ch. MULLER, Directeur, Service National de la Jeunesse, 1, rue de la Poste, B.P. 707,
L - 2017 LUXEMBOURG

Mr. Nico MEISCH, Conseiller de Direction adjoint, Service National de la Jeunesse, 1, rue de
la Poste, B.P. 707, L - 2017 LUXEMBOURG

Mr. Francis WALDBILLIG, President, Conference Generate Jeunesse, B.P. 2031,
L - 1020 LUXEMBOURG

MALTA - MALTE

Mr. Michael FRENDO LL. D, LL. M., Ministry for Youth and the Arts,
FLORIANA

Mr. John DEMANUELE, Manager Youth Affairs, Ministry for Youth and the Arts, Ministry
Building, CMR 02 FLORIANA

Mr. Godfrey DEMARCO, Permanent Secretary, Ministry for Youth and the Arts, Ministry
Building, CMR 02 FLORIANA

Ms. Nathalie MUSCAT, President of Konsill Nazzjonali Taz-Zgaazaga, Ministry Building,
CMR-02 FLORIANA

Mr. David GRISCTI, Youth representative of Konsill Nazzjonali Taz-Zgaazaga, Ministry
Building,
CMR-02 FLORIANA

NETHERLANDS - PAYS-BAS

Mrs. Hedy EXANCONA, Minister for Welfare, Health and Cultural Affairs,
Sir Winston Churchillaan 362/366, NL - 2280 HK RIJSWIJK
Mrs. Flora GEHRKENS, Senior Official, Directorat on Youth Policy, Ministry of Welfare,
Health and Cultural Affairs, Sir W. Churchill Laan 368, P.B. 3007, NL - 2280 RIJSWIJK MJ

Mr. Thijs MALMBERG, Director Youth Policy, Ministry of Welfare, Health and Cultural
Affairs, Sir W. Churchill Laan 368, P.b. 3007, NL - 2280 RIJSWIJK MJ

Mr. Frank ELDERSON, Youth Representative of "31", Galileeplantsoen 117 HS,
NL - 1098 AMSTERDAM

NORWAY - NORVEGE

Mr. Stig POSSUM, State Secretary, Ministry of Children and Family Affairs of Norway
P.O. Box 8036 Dep. N - 0030 OSLO 1

Mr. Bj0rn JAABERG HANSEN, Adviser, Ministry of Children and Family Affairs, P.O. Box
8036 DEP, N - 0030 OSLO

Mr. Haktor HELLAND, Director, Ministry of Children and Family Affairs, P.O. Box 8036
DEP, N - 0030 OSLO
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Ms. Margrethe SUNDE, Chairperson of the Norwegian Youth Council (LNU), Rolf Hofrnos.
GT 18, N - 0655 OSLO

Mr. Bjorn Tore OSTERRAS, International Secretary of LNU, Rolf Hofmos. GT 18
N - 0655 OSLO

Mrs. Nydal ENGER, Botschaftssekretar, Norwegische Botschaft

POLAND - POLOGNE

Mr. Piotr STACHANCZYK, Undersecretary of State in Office of the Council of Ministers
Al. Ujazdowskie 1/3, PL - 00-583 WARSAW

Mr. Robert LIPKA, Director, Office of Plenipotentiary Government for Women and Family
Affairs, Litewska 2/4, PL - 00581 WARSCHAU

Mr. Dariusz SKIBNIEWSKI, Adviser, Office of Plenipotentiary of Polisch Government for ^-
Women and Family Affairs, Litewska 2/4, PL - 00581 WARSCHAU 9

PORTUGAL

Ms. Maria DO CEU RAMOS, Secretary of State, Youth Institute, Ave. da Liberdade, 194,
P - 1200 LISSABON

Mr. Carlos MARTINS, Assistant, Youth Minister Cabinet, Estrada das Laranjeiras, 205, P -
1699 LISBOA

Mr. Nelson CARDOSO, Vice-President, Youth Institute, Avenida da Liberdade 194, P -1200
LISBOA

ROMANIA - ROUMANIE

Mr. Gheorghe ANGELESCU, Minister of Youth and Sport
Ministry of Youth and Sport, Vasille Conta Str. 16, Sektor 2, BUCAREST

Mr. Riana CALOTA, Secretary of State, Ministry of Youth and Sport, Vasille Conta Str. 16,
Sektor 2, BUCAREST

Ms. Gabriela CONSTANTINESCU, Ministry of Youth and Sport, Vasille Conta Str. 16, Sektor
2, BUCAREST

Mr. Catalin GHENEA, Head of International Relations - Youth Dept, Vasille Conta Str. 16
Sektor 2, BUCAREST

Mr. Tiberiu SANDU

Ms. Mirrea CAT ANA, President of the Youth League of Romania, Str. Dem I. Dobrescu nr
4-6, R - 70119 BUCAREST
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RUSSIAN FEDERATION - FEDERATION DE RUSSIE

Mr. Andrej SCHARONOW, Minister

Mr. Rinat FARKHTDINOV, Minister of Youth, Republic Bashkortostan

Mr. Aleksei SAVKO, Chairman of Youth Committee, TULA Region

Mr. Aleksei MZAREVLOV, Russian Embassy in Wien

SAN MARINO

Mr. Sante CANDUCCI, Ministre du Travail et de la Cooperation

Mrs. Donatella MERLINI, Secretaire particuliere du Ministre de 1'Instruction Publique et de
la Culture

Ms. Federica BIGI, Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres

SLOVAK REPUBLIC - REPUBLIQUE SLOVAQUE

Mr. Matus KUCERA, Minister of Education and Science of the Slovak Republic,
Hlboka 2, 811 03 BRATISLAVA

Mr. Ivan HORVATH, Head of Section, Ministry of Education and Science of the Slovak
Republic, Hlboka 2, 811 03 BRATISLAVA

Ms. Vladimira FILOVA, Officer, Ministry for Education and Science of the Slovak Republic,
Hlboka 2, 813 30 BRATISLAVA

Mrs. Olga SUBENIKOVA, Ministry of Education and Science of the Slovak Republic
Hlboka 2, BRATISLAVA 813 30

Mr. Ladislav MACHACEK, Researcher, Slovak sociological Ass., Hviezdoslavovo nam. 10,
BRATISLAVA 813 64

Mr. Filip VAGAC, Youth Representative (Slovak Youth Council), Prazska 11,
BRATISLAVA 816 36

SLOVENIA - SLOVENIE

Mr. Slavko GABER, Minister of Education and Sports, Ministry of Education and Sport,
Youth Department, Zupanciceva 6, SLO - 61000 LJUBLJANA

Mr. Stanko SALAMON, Director, Ministry of Education and Sport, Youth Department
Smartinska 134/A, 61000 LJUBLJANA

Mr. Mirko VAUPOTIC, Deputy-Director, Ministry of Education and Sport, Youth
Department, Smartinska 134/a, SLO - 61000 LJUBLJANA
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SPAIN - ESPAGNE

Mr. Madgy MARTINEZ SOLIMAN, Directeur General de 1'Institut de la Jeunesse,
Jose Ortega y Gasset 71, E - 28006 MADRID

Mrs. Pilar PEREZ PORTABALES, Chef des Relations Internationales de 1'Institut de la
Jeunesse, Jose Ortega y Gasset 71, E - 28006 MADRID

Mr. Francisco G ARCIA-PLIEGO CAMPILLOS, Chef du Service Conventions et Organisations
Internationales de 1'Institut de la Jeunesse, Jose Ortega y Gasset 71, E - 28006 MADRID

Mrs. Maria Isabel SERRANO, Presidente du Conseil de la Jeunesse de 1'Espagne, Plaza de
las Comendadoras 6, E - 28015 MADRID

SWEDEN - SUEDE

Ms. Inger DAVIDSON, Minister of Public Administration,
Ministry of Public Administration, Fredsgatan 8, S -12 357 STOCKHOLM

Mr. Thord ANDERSSON, Political Adviser, Ministry of Public Administration,
S - 103 33 STOCKHOLM

Mr. Lars BRYNTESSON, Assistant, Under Secretary, Ministry of Public Administration,
S - 103 33 STOCKHOLM

Ms. Ann LINDE, Principal Administrative Officer, Ministry of Public Administration,
S - 103 33 STOCKHOLM

Mrs. Anita GRADIN, Ambassador in Austria

SWITZERLAND - SUISSE

Ms. Brigitte MURNER, Regierungsratin, Ebnetweg 8, CH - 6045 MEGEN

Mr. Mario FRASA, Leiter Dienst fur Jugendfragen, Bundesamt fur Kultur, Hallwylstrasse 15,
CH -3003 BERN

Mr. Kurt KUNZ, Attache culturel, Ambassade de Suisse, Prinz-Eugen-Strasse 7,
A - 1030 WIEN

Mrs. Ursula HAFNER, President of Eidgenossische Kommission fur Jugendfragen,
Santisstr. 45, CH - 8800 SCHAFFHAUSEN

Ms. Barbara STALDER, SAJV/CSAJ, Scharerstrasse 1, CH - 3014 BERN

TURKEY - TURQUIE

Mr. Tanju SUMER, Counsellor, Turkish Embassy (Vienna)
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UNITED KINGDOM - ROYAUME-UNI

Mr. Stephen JONES, Head of Delegation, Department for Education, Sanctuary Buildings,
Great Smith Street, GB - LONDON SW1P 3BT

Ms. Jean NICHOL, Senior Executive Officer, Department for Education, Sanctuary Buildings,
Great Smith Street, GB - LONDON SW1P 3BT

PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE/ASSEMBLEE
PARLEMENTAIRE DU CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE

Sub-Committee on Youth and Sport

Sir Russel JOHNSTON, President (United Kingdom)
Baroness LOCKWOOD, (United Kingdom)
Mr. EVERSDIJK (Netherlands)
Mr. FERRARI (Italy)
Mr. Xavier HUNAULT (France)

COMMITTEE OF MINISTERS / COMITE DES MINISTRES

Mr. Leonidas MAVROMICHALIS, Chairman of the Rapporteurs Group on Youth of the
Ministers' Deputies/President du Groupe de rapporteurs Jeunesse du Comite des Ministres,
Permanent Representative of Greece to the Council of Europe/Representant Permanent de
la Grece aupres du Conseil de 1'Europe

STANDING CONFERENCE OF LOCAL AND REGIONAL AUTHORITIES OF EUROPE/
CONFERENCE PERMANENTE DES POUVOIRS LOCAUX ET REGIONAUX DE
L'EUROPE

Mr. Jan-Erik HELENELUND, Chairman Sub-Committee on Youth, CLRAE, Herrgardstaet 55,
SF - 66100 MALAX

Mr. Karl-Christian ZAHN, President de la Commission Sociale de la CPLRE,
Kunstlaan 46, B - 1040 BRUSSEL

LECTURERS / CONFERENCIERS

Mr. Benny HENRIKSSON, Institute for Social Policy, P.O. Box 5013 S - 16105 BROMMA

Mr. Paul M. ZULEHNER, Kramer-Glockner Strasse 36, A - 1130 WIEN

OBSERVERS / OBSERVATEURS

NON MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN CULTURAL CONVENTION

BELARUS

Mr. Mikhail PODGATNY, President du Comite d'Etat pour la Jeunesse
40, rue Karla Marksa, MINCK - BELARUS
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CANADA

Apologised for absence / Excuse

MOLDOVA

Mr. Petru SANDULACHI, Minister of Youth, Sport and Tourism
rue Stefan eel Mare, 73, CHISINAu

UKRAINE

Mr. Valery BORZOV, Ministre de la Jeunesse et du Sport,
42, rue Kuibisheva, UKRAINE - 252 023 KIEV 5

Mr. Olexander BASHUK, Youth Representative, UNKMO, Wulica Esplanadana 42,
KIEV 023

»

COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES / COMMISSION DES
COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES

Mr. Antonio RUBERTI, Commissaire, Commission des Communautes Europeennes, 200 rue
de la Loi, B - 1040 BRUXELLES

Mr. A. TSOLAKIS, Chef de 1'Unite Jeunesse et Information de la Task Force Ressources
Humaines, Education, Formation et Jeunesse, Commission des Communautes europeennes,
200 rue de la Loi, B - 1040 BRUXELLES

Mr. Michele LENER, Commission des Communautes europeennes, Rue de la Loi 200
B - 1040 BRUXELLES

UNESCO

Apologised for absence / Excuse

UNICEF

Mrs. Bilge OGUN-BASSANI, Deputy Director for Europe, United Nations Children's Fund
(UNICEF), Palais des Nations, CH -1211 GENEVE 10

Ms. Gabriele BAHR, United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), Palais des Nations,
CH - 1211 GENEVE 10

WHO / QMS

Apologised for absence / Excuse
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INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE / BUREAU INTERNATIONAL DU TRAVAIL

Apologised for absence / Excuse

NORDIC COUNCIL / CONSEIL NORDIQUE

Ms. Hanne Marie KNUDSEN, Chairwoman of the Nordic Youth Committee,
Store Strandstraede 18, DK - DR 1255 COPENHAGEN K

CONFERENCE IBERO-AMERICAINE DE LA JEUNESSE

Mr. George GANDINI, Directeur National de la Jeunesse de 1'Uruguay et Vice-President de
1'OIJ (Organizacion Iberoamericana de Juventud), Bravo Murillo, 38, E - 28015 MADRID

Mr. Miguel Angel BRIONES, Conference ibero-americaine de la Jeunesse, Secretaire executif,
Bravo Murillo, 38, 28015 MADRID

Mr. Saul FIGUEROA LOPEZ, DirecteurGeneral De Atencion A la Juventud, Comisiori
Nacional Del Depart. Education, Tlalpan - 583 40 Piso, MEX-03400 MEXICO, D.F.

OFAJ

Mr. Gert HAMMER, Secretaire General, Office Franco-Allemand pour la Jeunesse, Rhondorfer
Str. 23, D - 5340 BAD HONNEF

ALPES ADRIA

Mrs. Marcella BUCCI, Presidente della Communita di Lavoro Alpe-Adria
Via Fabio Filzi, 22,1 - 20124 MILANO, Regione Lombardie

EUROPEAN CONFERENCE ON THE YOUTH CARDS / CONFERENCE EUROPEENNE
DBS CARTES JEUNES

Mr. Raul GONCALVES, President of the European Conference on the Youth Card, Cartao
Jovem, Av. Duque d'Avila, 137, 5 esq., P - 1000 LISBON

Mr. Marcus LIDDLE, Assistant Director, Scottish Community, Education Council,
Haymarket Terrace 90, EDINBURGH EM12 9LY, GB Scotland

Mr. Thomas GSTEIGER, Board member, European Youth Card Association, Weierweg 30,
CH - 3053 MUNCHENBUCHSEE

ERYICA

Mr. Jose MUNOZ RIPOLL, Association Europeenne pour 1'Information et le Conseil des
Jeunes (ERYICA), 101, Quai Branly, 75740 PARIS CEDEX 15

Mr. Jon ALEXANDER, Association Europeenne pour 1'Information et le Conseil des Jeunes
(ERYICA), 101, Quai Branly, 75740 PARIS CEDEX 15
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ECB / EEC

Ms. Monica FRASSONI, President, ECB, 19, rue du Marteau, B - 1040 BRUXELLES

CENYC

Ms. Rosie DUNN, President, CENYC, Chaussee de Wavre 517-519, B - 1040 BRUXELLES

YOUTH FORUM OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES / FORUM JEUNESSE DES
COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES

Mr. Ricard TORRELL, President, Youth Forum of the European Communities, rue Joseph II,
120, B - 1040 BRUXLLES

Mr. Brian CARTY, Secretary General, Youth Forum of the European Communities, rue Joseph
II, 120, B -1040 BRUXELLES

HOPE 87

Mr. Robert OTTITSCH, Secretary General, HOPE 87, Pouthongasse 3
A - 1150 VIENNA

Mrs. Sarah ADAMS, HOPE 87, Pouthongasse 3, A -1150 VIENNA

YOUTH GROUP OF THE UNITED NATIONS / GROUPE JEUNESSE DES NATIONS
UNIES

Mr. Amr GHALEB, Head, Youth Unit, Center for Social Development and Humanitarian
Affairs, United Nations Office, A - 1400 VIENNA

GOVERNING BOARD OF THE EUROPEAN YOUTH CENTRE AND EUROPEAN
YOUTH FOUNDATION / CONSEIL DE DIRECTION DU CENTRE EUROPEEN DE LA
JEUNESSE ET DU FONDS EUROPEEN POUR LA JEUNESSE

Mr. Daniel MENSCHAERT, President du Conseil de direction, Ministere de la Communaute
franqaise, 44, Boulevard Leopold II, B - 1080 BRUXELLES

Ms. Anneke VAN WYNGAARDEN, Vice-Chairperson, Lauriergracht 164, NL -1016 RV
AMSTERDAM

ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF THE EUROPEAN YOUTH CENTRE AND EUROPEAN
YOUTH FOUNDATION / COMITE CONSULTATIF DU CENTRE EUROPEEN DE LA
JEUNESSE ET DU FONDS EUROPEEN POUR LA JEUNESSE

Ms. Anke VAN DER MEI, Chairperson, Via Baroffio 4, CH - 6900 LUGANO
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ECB DELEGATION / DELEGATION DU BEC

Ms. Monica FRASSONI
Mr. Paolo BERNASCONI
Mr. Jean-Philippe RESTOUEIX
Ms. Maria ZWICKLHUBER
Ms. Kathalyne BUITENWEG
Mr. Gert ATES
Mr. Christian BAUMGARTNER
Mr. Antoni BIARNES
Mr. David COATS
Mr. Garry CONLAN
Mr. Martin GEORGI
Mr. Luuk GEURTS
Ms. Therese GRONVOLD
Mr. Arjan HINDRIKS
Mr. Bernd HUTTEMANN
Mr. Ragnhild JOHANSSON
Ms. Sanna JOHNSSON
Mr. Joris JURRIENS
Mr. Bernd KLARE
Mr. Tobias KNECHTLE
Mr. Maria KOUTATZI
Ms. Martha MENDEZ
Mr. Lars NYCTELIUS
Mrs. Hronn PETURSDOTTIR
Ms. Ana Isabel RODRIGUEZ MARIN
Mr. Joran ROOKMAAKER
Mr. Andreas SCHIEDER
Mr. Stijn SINTUBIN
Mr. Jorund SKURDAL
Ms. Edlyn TESKE
Mrs. VALIKANGAS
Mr. Arthur WINKLER-HERMADEN
Ms. Ingrid MARIT

President ECB
Vice-President ECB
Secretary General ECB
Presidium-Tresorer ECB
ECB
IYNF
IYNF
IFLRY
CES/ETUC
WOSM
MCP
Vice-Chairman 4HCLUBS
ECYC
YDC
YEF
NCY
IFM-SEI
BEC
YMCAs
EYCD/JDCE
IYCS-IMCS
EFIL
IGLYO
WAGGGS
YCW
EUJS
IUSY
MIJARC
EGTYF
TEJO
ICYE
DEMYC
FIMCAP

CENYC DELEGATION / DELEGATION DU CENYC

Ms. Rosie DUNN
Mr. Jurgen Heinz GANGOLY
Mr. Willy BORSUS
Ms. Daniela BERTI
Ms. Susan BERGKVIST
Dr. Joakim WOHLPEIL
Mr. Reto WIESLI
Mr. Stephan BURKHALTER
Ms. Monique DE BELDER
Ms. Monica DE CONINCK
Mr. Gylfi GISLASON
Mr. Patrick KOIMANS
Mr. Klaus ESCHER
Ms. Susanne VERWEYEN-EMMRICH
Mr. Reinhard SCHWALBACH

President CENYC
Vice-President CENYC
Secretary General CENYC
CENYC
LSU
LSU
SAJV/CSAJ
SAJV/CSAJ
VPIJ
Youth Council Flanders
AESI
31
DNK
DNK
DNK
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Mr. Bela FARKAS
Mr. Mario FRANCO
Mr. Antonio SILVA
Mr. Antonio RAVARA
Mr. Kjersti KLEVEN
Mr. Peter KUBIK
Mr. Niels LUND
Ms. Annick MAHIEU
Ms. Francesca MULARONI
Ms. Pilar GOMA I QUINTILIA
Mr. Anthony PAPADIMITRIOU
Ms. Vanessa POTTER
Mr. Jorge FERRERO
Mr. Samu SEITSALO
Mr. Janez SKULJ
Mr. Zorko SKVOR
Ms. Alenka ZIBERT
Mr. Daniel SOURAL

Mr. Jan MARTINEK

Mr. Theo TIBESART

Mr. Jean-Francois MAGNIN •
Mr. Alexandra KUCHTOVA
Mr. Marco PODESCHI

MISZOT
CNJ
CNJ
CNJ
LNU
RMS
DUF
CRIJ
CGNS
CNJC
ESONE
BYC
CJE
ALLIANSSI
Youth Council of Slovenia
Youth Council of Slovenia
Youth Council of Slovenia
Youth Council of Bohemia, Moravia and
Silesia
Youth Council of Bohemia, Moravia and
Silesia
Conference Generate de la Jeunesse
Luxembourgeoise (CGJL)
CNAJEP
CENYC
CGSM

COUNCIL OF EUROPE / CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE

Mrs. Catherine LALUMIERE, Secretary General of the Council of Europe/Secretaire General
du Conseil de 1'Europe
Mr. Roger MASSIE, Deputy Secretary of the Committee of Ministers/Secretaire adjoint du
Comite des Ministres
Mr. Ulrich BOHNER, Private Office of the Secretary General/Cabinet du Secretaire General
Mr. Marc SCHEUER, Private Office of the Secretary General/Cabinet du Secretaire General
Mr. Joao ARY, Deputy Secretary of the Sub-Commission on Youth of the Parliamentary
Assembly/Secretaire-adjoint de la Sous-Commission Jeunesse de 1'Assemblee parlementaire
Mr. Muammer TOPALOGLU, Head of the Protocol/Chef du Protocole,
Mrs. Monique FINCK, Protocol/Protocole
Mrs. MARQUARDT-LOUITON, Translator/Traductrice
Mr. Adrian BUTLER, Press Attache/Attache de Presse
Ms. Margaret KAY, Press Secretariat/Secretariat - Presse
Mr. Bernd AMSCHL, Press Correspondant in Vienna/Correspondant de presse & Vienne

Interpreters / Interpretes

Mr. Robert VAN MICHEL, Chief interpreter/Chef d'Equipe
Mrs. Ingrid KURZ
Mrs. Birgit STROLZ
Mrs. Eva FURTHAUER
Mrs. Francesca GAGLIANO
Mrs. Elisabeth SCHWARZ
Mrs. Carole ROSSO-CIGOGNA

»
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Mrs. Erika KESSLER
Mrs. Gloria LAUBE-RATINOFF
Mr. Luis SPATH
Mrs. Annie WEIGH
Mrs. Angelika HODONSKY

SECRETARIAT OF THE CONFERENCE / SECRETARIAT DE LA CONFERENCE

YOUTH DIRECTORATE / DIRECTION DE LA JEUNESSE

Mr. Franco MARZIALE, Director/Directeur
Ms. Agneta DERRIEN, Deputy to the Director/Adjointe au Directeur
Mr. Peter LAURITZEN, Deputy to the Director/Adjoint au Directeur
Mr. Alain ROY, Assistant
Ms. Anne-Marie FARADJI, Administrator/Administratrice
Ms. Verena TAYLOR, Administrator/Administratrice
Ms. Maureen GEORGES, Secretariat
Ms. Sylvie FRITSCH, Secretariat
Mr. Andre ELLES, Usher/Huissier
Mr. Ilio CANTINI, Technical agent/Agent technique

AUSTRIAN MINISTRY / MINISTERS AUTRICHIEN

Mrs. Patricia BLAAS
Mrs. Divna DADISCH
Mr. Rudolf EICHINGER
Mrs. Daniela FENDER
Mrs. Eva-Maria FLUCH
Mr. Wolfgang FURNWEGER
Mrs. Sabine KORP
Mr. Robert LENDER
Mrs. Marlene PARENZAN
Ms. Ursula PRAMEL
Mr. Karl WILFING
Mr. Toni WIR
Mrs. Maria WOLF


